MEET THE COMPANY – MLT POWER
Established in 1986 by Dr. Michel Malengret, MLT Drives received significant investment in 2014 to
enable the division of MLT Inverters and MLT Power. Each company specializing in their respective
expertise.
MLT Power looks after sales and distribution of turn-key solar back up and grid-tied systems with
unmatched technical & maintenance support.
Satisfied clientele varies from residential & commercial urban buildings to lodges, farms and industrial
applications. Sister company MLT Inverters specialize in engineering, design and manufacture of solar
electric systems.
Management has since grown to include Dr. Malengret’s two sons, JC and Gerard Malengret as well
as Dr. Bernard Bekker CEO of MLT Inverters. MLT has become a household name among those in the
solar industry and a proudly South African brand. MLT Power provides inverters and related products of
international standards to clients and will always strive for ingenuity and value in sustainable power
generation.

To date, MLT Drives has sold over 3 000 systems.
Solar Electric Systems typically consist of basic solar backup, advanced solar backup and gridtied inverter systems.

See below for a few of our recent projects in Southern Africa
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VREDE EN LUST WINE ESTATE - FRANSCHHOEK
In 2013, Vrede en Lust commissioned MLT Power to install a 211kWp grid-tied solar power plant.
The solar installation was the first and biggest of its kind in the South African wine industry. In its first year of
operation, the system allowed Vrede en Lust to save 297.92 TCO² – thereby nearly cutting its carbon footprint in
half.
The solar plant is powered by 898 Photo-voltaic Panels and driven by three MLT Karoo Inverters, designed and
manufactured in South Africa. The solar plant generates 374 000 kWh annually, enough to meet the winery’s
power needs. In Summer – the Estate’s winery operations, tasting room, guest house, offices and conference
facilities are all powered up by the sun. During mid-2016, the system reached its first 1 000 000kWh (1GWh)
milestone – a notable contribution to the sustainable operation of the South African Wine Industry.

HOTEL VERDE- CAPE TOWN
MLT Power has recently commissioned a hybrid power system of solar and wind energy at Africa’s Greenest Hotel.
Among many other green features MLT Power was given the task of powering critical loads via a solar, wind and
battery hybrid system. The system consists of 3 x 3kW wind turbines with 3 wind inverters, 50kW of Photovoltaic
Panels and a 220AH battery bank, generating power through the Afrisun Karoo 70kVA inverter, designed and
manufactured by MLT Inverters.

KAGGA KAMMA – NORTHERN CAPE

The Kagga Kamma project is a completely off-grid power system that consists of an energy container
with 85kW of Photovolatic power and a 100kVA diesel generator. The MLT Drives Energy Container
houses the main power conversion and storage equipment of the renewable energy hybrid system.
The container consists of three Powerstar 24kVA inverters that act as one power source; 96 x MTE25
deep cycle lead acid battery cells and multiple MPPT modules.
The solar system and batteries work seamlessly with the generator to provide stable power throughout
the year for the reserve and all its power needs. This system is unique to MLT Drives and provides the
system as an independent micro power plant. The power is sold on a per kWh basis to the reserve.
MLT Power provides technical support and maintenance to the Kagga Kamma site throughout the
year, another invaluable service MLT can offer clients.

TABLE GRAPES – NAMIBIA

Fast becoming a crippling input cost, the electricity for water pumping for the agricultural sector is
another niche space for an MLT Grid-tied solar solution. MLT Power was awarded several projects
accounting for the first 600kW of PV powered systems utilised for direct water pumping out of the
Orange River. Several more farmers as well as commercial companies are seriously investigating the
turnkey solutions offered by MLT Power as the news of successful projects spread through the region.
Each system currently consists of 75kW of Photovoltaic panels on ground mounted structures, a 70kVA
Afrisun Karoo Inverter, 55kVA VSD (variable speed drive) and a 50kVA pump to irrigate table grape
farms dependant on the Orange River. Our most recent 75KW system has been put up at the very
popular Felix Unite River Camp in Namibia.

NOBLE HILL VINEYARDS – SIMONDIUM
After initiating all other possible power saving activities on their Wine Estate, Noble Hill Vineyards
decided to take a step in the Solar direction and commissioned MLT Power for a 67kWp PV Rooftop
installation in 2016.
The system uses all available roof space for favourable solar production, including their newly built
cooling store. Chint inverters were installed on this project, made up of modular installations of 8kW,
12kW and 25kW inverter units. The Estate saves up to 40% of their monthly electricity bill thanks to the
solar generation of their PV plant.
The whole system is grid-tied and the farm successfully feeds back power into the Drakenstein
Municipality electricity grid which generates even further savings for the client, on feedback tariff
returns.
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HOUSEHOLD PV ROOFTOP INSTALLATIONS
MLT Power provides turn-key solutions for home and business needs. Installations vary from 3Kw to 20Kw
systems provide solar power to reduce daily electricity bills. Grid-tied installations are designed,
supplied and installed by the MLT Team. Clients who need backup power, reliable electricity sources
or need to provide power where there is no grid available – can rely on MLT to provide a solution with
an MLT Inverters Oasis or Powerstar System Installation.

MLT COMPANY REVIEW

BEGNNINGS
MLT Drives started from 1986 in the variable speed drive market and quickly expanded into other switch gear
technology for high power applications. Since then, MLT Drives has grown into a global force in power
electronics technology for energy conversion Several MLT Power branches have opened countrywide with
technical partners in the US, Australia and Germany. MLT Power provides local service of design and
installation. MLT invests in specialist teams consisting of technical sales consultants, installation experts and
electricians.

TECHNOLOGY
MLT Drives has become a leader in inverter technology thanks to an unmatched R&D team. This team is
sourced from top academic institutions, i.e. Universities of Cape Town, Stellenbosch and Cape Peninsula
University of Technology graduates, who over the years have gained invaluable knowledge and experience
working on collaborative projects and installations. Testimony to this is the global footprint of MLT Drives
technology: MLT Drives R&D team supports Princeton Power Systems (US), Advanced Energy Systems (Australia,
Indonesia), Huebner Giessen (Germany) and many other leaders in the energy market. Our decades of cutting
edge R&D collaborations with highly skilled staff allow us stay a technology leader, globally.

100% SOUTH AFRICAN
We are a truly 100% South African company; our products are designed, developed, prototyped,
manufactured and commissioned by South Africans, in South Africa. Our manufactured goods are over 80%
local content which means we have a local content percentage that is unrivalled against any foreign
competition.

COMPLIANCE
When connecting to the South African grid it is critical that a customer purchases a NRS097-compliant inverter
system. MLT Drives has over the last 3 years, in conjunction with NERSA, drafted the first grid code for direct gridtied solar systems. This draft has now become a legal standard. This means that MLT Drives’ AfriSun range is
100% compliant as the very standards were based on the AfriSun inverter technology .

SUPPORT
We pride ourselves on giving unmatched maintenance and technical support with a national footprint of
branches and support centres throughout Southern Africa. When making an energy investment, the return is
usually over several years. To this end, an investor cannot afford to invest with a company who does not have
an established local support team.

GROWTH
In 2012 we experienced over 50% growth in a highly competitive market. If you plan to invest in a solar electric
system you cannot afford anything but an established, experienced and reputable company like MLT Power,
division of MLT Drives.
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CONTACT MLT POWER IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

Cape Town (Head Office): +27 (0)87 943 2299
Johannesburg: +27 (0)10 590 1583
George: +27 (0)44 871 5283 75 466
Nelspruit: +27 (0)13 754 6644
Winelands: +27(0)87 943 2299
Namibia: +264 (0)81 167 2220

